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Make a great fist impression with

expert-approved messaging.
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Your career page is often the first place candidates interact with

your brand. In fact, 64% of candidates listed career sites as a top

resource when researching new job opportunities.

So how can you make a good impression?

JazzHR offers an out-of-the-box, mobile-friendly Career Page,

which our team of experts can customize for you with an on-

brand look and feel.

But visual branding is only one part of a top-notch Career Page.

What you say (and how you say it) has a direct impact on

candidates’ interest in applying.

Plug your information into these common use cases for polished

messaging that you (or our team!) can insert right into your

JazzHR Career Page:

1

Telling Your Brand's Story

Showcasing Remote Culture

Highlighting DEI Initiatives
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Telling Your Brand's Story

2

[Your Company Name] is on a mission to [Core Business Objective].

 

Since [Year Founded], [Your Company Name] has remained laser-focused

on helping our customers achieve their [Core Business Objective].

Together, our [Number of Employees] team members have helped

[Number of Customers] customers to exceed their objectives. 

 

[Your Company Name] has offices in [Your Location] and was recently

named [Company Award Recognition].

 

Want to help shape the future of [Your Industry]? Apply today!

 



Showcasing Remote Culture

3

[Your Company Name] is a remote-first company that supports our

distributed team members with flexibility and collaborative culture.

Regardless of where you choose to work, [Your Company Name]

prioritizes each individual’s well-being with:

 

- Virtual events [Customize If Needed]

- Regular all-company meetings [Customize If Needed]

- Home office stipend [Customize If Needed]

 

Ready to connect with our team? Apply today!

 

[Insert Team Photo (if available)]

 



Highlighting DEI Initiatives

3

[Your Company Name]  is committed to creating a diverse, equitable,

and inclusive workplace where each person can make an impact and

feel they belong. Through [Company Activity 1], and [Company

Activity 2], we cultivate a collaborative culture throughout our

organization.

 

Looking for an organization that prioritizes each individual?

Apply today! 

 



READY TO
INCORPORATE

THESE TEMPLATES
INTO YOUR

CAREER PAGE?
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Learn More
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